Effects of a Q Suture Technique on Resistance to Gap Formation and Tensile Strength of Repaired Tendons: An Ex Vivo Mechanical Study.
The repair of digital flexor tendons following laceration should aim to prevent gapping at the repair site and restore the tensile strength of the tendons to facilitate postoperative movement. We present here a simple Q suture and test its effects on gap formation and tensile strength of the repaired tendons. Sixty porcine tendons were repaired with 3 2-strand sutures (Kessler, Kessler plus 2Q, and Kessler plus running sutures) and 3 4-strand sutures (double Kessler, double Kessler plus 2Q, and double Kessler plus running sutures). The specimens were subjected to a cyclic loading. At each cycle, the number of tendons that initiated gapping or formed a 2-mm gap at the repair site was determined. After the cyclic load testing, the gap distance between tendon ends and the ultimate strength of the repaired tendons was measured. In both 2-strand and 4-strand tendon repairs, augmentation by insertion of the 2Q sutures reduced the number of tendons that showed 2-mm gaps ends during loading. Compared with the single Kessler and Kessler plus running sutures, Kessler plus 2Q suture significantly increased the ultimate strength of the tendon repair. Compared with the double Kessler and double Kessler plus running sutures, double Kessler plus 2Q suture significantly decreased the gap distance at the repair site after cyclic loading. The Q suture technique effectively enhances the resistance to gap formation of 2-strand and 4-stand tendon repair. It also improves the tensile strength of 2-strand Kessler repairs. The Q suture is a simple technique that can resist gap formation and strengthen the tensile strength of the repaired tendons in the laboratory setting.